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ABSTRACT 

The sets of negative semidefinite solutions q of two algebraic Riccati equations 
&i(X) = ATX + XA, + XB,B* - C*Ci = (I, X)H,(I, X)*, i = 1,2, are compared 
under the hypothesis that H, < H,. If Xc and Xz are the greatest solutions in S, 
and S, respectively, then Xc < X:. A more general result will be proved which 
allows the comparison of other solutions of S, and S, besides the extremal ones and 
which in the case of stabilizability leads to a Galois connection between S; and 7,. 
The comparison results are based on one hand on a decomposition of the equations 
si(X> = 0 into Lyapunov matrix equations and genuine Riccati equations which 
induce a corresponding decomposition of the solutions in z, and the other hand on a 
parametrization of the Riccati components by A,-invariant subspaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let 

S(X)=A*X+XA+XBB*X-C*C=O (1-I) 

be an algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) where A, B, C are complex matrices 
of sizes n x n, n x p, 4 X n respectively, and let .Y denote the set of 

negative semidefinite solutions of (1.11, 

.9-= {xl x < 0,9(X) = o}. 
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If the pair (A, B) is stabilizable, then Y is a lattice [5] with partial ordering 
X, < X, defined by X, - X 2 < 0, and 7 has a greatest element X, and a 
least element X_. Together with (1.1) we consider another ARE 

L%(X) = A*x + xi + xh%*x - c’*c’ = 0, 

where the matrices 

H= -C*C A* 
A BB* 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

are related by H < H. Under that hypothesis, stabilizability is carried over 
from (A, B) to the_ pair <A, 6), and according to [S] the least element x’_ of 
.7= {XIX < 0, 9(X) = 0) satisfies X_ < X_. We shall see that a corre- 
sponding inequ_ality is valid also-for the greatest solutions of (1.1) and (1.2), 
i.e. that H Q H implies X+< X,. It is the purpose of this paper to extend 
the preceding observations to a theorem which allows a comparison of other 
members of 9 and Y besides their least and greatest elements and which 
establishes a Galois correspondence between the two sets of solutions. 

Our investigation is based on results from [9] which will be reviewed in 
Section 2. We shall associate to 9 and 9 certain sets Jf and 2 of A- and 
i-invariant subspaces such that-in the case where (A, B) is 
stabilizable-order relations between solutions in Yand Yare reflected by 
inclusion relations between elements of .H and ~6 

2. DECOMPOSITION AND PARAMETRIZATION OF SOLUTIONS 

The subsequent theorems which describe the structure of the solution set 
Fare taken from [9]. We shall use the following notation. The partitions 

c = @< UC= UC, = c, UC, (2.1) 
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should be self-explanatory in that the subscripts refer to complex numbers A 
with Re A < 0, Re A = 0, etc. Put 

EA( A) = Ker( A - AZ)“, 

so that Eh( A) is a generalized eigenspace of A if A E u(A). For h C c 
define 

E,( A) = ,$*E,( A). 

In the case where A E {a=< ,C= ,@< ,e,] we write E<(A), E=(A), etc., 
so that to (2.1) correspond the decompositions 

F=E<(A) @E=(A) @E>(A) =E,(A) @E>(A). 

Let Inv A denote the lattice of A-invariant subspaces of C”, and put 

Inv( A; C) = (NlN E InvA, N c Ker C}. 

To the triple (A, B, C) we associate the controllable subspace 

R( A, B) = Im( B, AR,. . . , A”-‘B) 

and the unobservable subspace 

I c 
CA 

. V(A,C) = supInv(A;C) = Ker 

\ CA”-’ 

Define 

V&AC) =V(A,C) nE,(A) 

and similarly V, ( A, C), V= ( A, C), etc. 
We know from [3,4] that there exists a solution X < 0 of (1.1) if and only 

if 

V(A,C) +R(A,B) +E<(A) =c”. (2.2) 
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BecauseofV,(A,C)cE<(A)th e condition (2.2) can be written as 

V,(A,C) + [V>(A,C) +R(A,B) +E,(A)] =@“. 

Put 

U,=V>(A,C) +R(A,B) +E<(A). (2.3) 

Then (2.2) is equivalent to 

@” = u, a3 u, (2.4) 

for some subspace 

U, GV=(A,C). (2.5) 

We call (2.4) with U, as in (2.5) an LR decomposition with Riccati part U,. 
and a Lyapunov complement U,. If C” admits a decomposition (2.4) with 
nontrivial summands, then (1.1) breaks up into a Lyapunov matrix equation 
and a genuine Riccati equation. 

THEOREM 2.1. 

(1) Let @” = U, @ U, be an LR &composition. Zf S = (S,, S,) is non- 
singular such that 

Im S, = U,, Im S, = U,, dim U, = n,, 

CS = (O,C,), (2.6) 

a(A,)E’L, (2.7) 

and 

v, (A,, C,) + R( A,, B,> + E< (4) = c’+- (2.8) 

Assume (2.6)-(2.8). Then we have X E Sif and only if 

_Ly= (s-l)* 2 ( I x” s-1 
r 

(2.9) 
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and X, < 0 satisfies the Lyapunov equation 

5?,,( X,) = A*,X, + X,A, = 0 (2.10) 

and X, < 0 is a solution of 

s?~(X,.) = A*,X, + X,A, + X,B,B,*X, - C:C, = 0. 

(2) Let n:cn + U,. be the projection on U,. along U,. Put p(X) = XII. 
Then p(X) E Y-and (I - IT)*XII = 0. The projection II is inokpendent of 
the choice of V,. Zf X is given as in (2.9), then 

p(X) = (s-l)* ; jr s-l. 
i i 

(2.11) 

In our investigation solutions with Lyapunov part X, = 0 will be of 
special interest. Put 

so that 9 contains all solutions of the form (2.11). 

LEMMA 2.2. 

(1) IfS# 0, then we have 9 = 9 if and only if 

rank( A - AZ, B) = n for all h E C= . (2.12) 

(2) Assum.e X E x Then V= (A, C) n U, = V(A, C) fl RCA, B) n 
E = ( A) c Ker X. Furthermore we have X E 9 af and only if 

V=(A,C) GKerX. (2.13) 

There is an order isomorphism between 9 and the following system N of 
A-invariant subspaces of C”. Define 

N + R( A, B) + E, (A) = @“}. 
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THEOREM 2.3. The mup y:9-~N given by y(X) = Ker X is a bijec- 
tion, and both y and 7-l are order-preserving, i.e., for X, Y ~9 and 
M,N EMthereZationsX<YandM cNimplyy(X)E y(Y)andy-‘(Ml 

G y-‘(N). 

It is obvious that A’ # 0 (or equivalently YZ 0 or 9 z 0) holds if and 
only if V( A, C) E.& which yields the condition (2.2) for the existence of 
negative semidefinite solutions of (1.1). Furthermore, V(A, C) is the greatest 
element of M, and y-‘[V( A, C)] = sup 9. Because X G p(X), the greatest 
elements of Yand 9 coincide. 

COROLLARY 2.4 [3,4]. Zf (2.2) holds, then 7 has a greatest element X, 
which is characterized by Ker X, = V( A, C). 

Since the Lyapunov equation (2.10) with (2.7) has solutions X, < 0 with 
arbitrary large spectral norm, a least element of 9can only exist if Y= Y = 
y-‘013. In M the lower bound V, (A, C) is the most noticeable candidate 
for a least element. If V, (A, C) . 1s in .A( then we shall see that the 
hypothesis H 5 H ensufes_the existence of a least e_lement in JZ? also. We 
then have infJtr= V, (A, C), and V, (A, C) c V, (A, C>. In general, i.e. if 
V, (A, C) is not in N, it may happen that infN exists but infJV does not. 
Consider the following example (in the order-isomorphic setting of 9 and 

91. Let 

1 0 
A=A= o 1, -( 1 c = d = (O,O), 

be given. Then H - l? = diag(0, 0, 0, 0, --1) < 0. From S’(X) = 2X = 0 it 
follows that X = 0 and Y=9= (0). Put 

x=? . x12 

i I x12 x2 

Then &X> = 2 X + X diag(0, 1) X = 0 implies 

X=0 or X= _ 

( 

- $lXi212 xi2 

X12 I 
-2 * 

Therefore-in contrast to Y-there is no least solution in 9. 
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LEMMA 2.5. 

(1) The following statements are equivalent: 

(i) We have 

V, ( A, C) EJtr (2.14) 

(ii) We have 

V,(A,C) +R(A,B) +E<(A) =c”. (2.15) 

(iii) We have (2.2) and 

rank( A - AZ, B) = n or rank = n for al2 A E @, . 

(2.16) 

(2) Zf (A, B) is stabilizable, then we have 9~ 0, Y=P, and (2.14). 

(3) Zf in addition to (2.15) also (2.121, i.e. S=Y, holds, then (A, B) is 
stabilizable. 

Proof. (1): It is clear that (2.14) and (2.15) are equivalent. Now write 
(2.15) as 

V=(A,C) +V<(A,C) +R(A>B) +E<(A) 

= {[V(A,C) + R( A, B)] n E=(A)} 

@[R(AJ) nE>(A)] @E<(A) 

=E=(A) @E>(A) @E<(A) =@“. 

Then (2.15) holds if and only if both [V(A, C) + RCA, B)] n E= (A) = 
E = (A) and [ R( A, B) n E, (A)] = E, ( Al-or equivalently, both 

and 

E=(A) cV(A,C) +R(A,B) (2.17) 

E>(A) LR(A,B) (2.18) 
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-are satisfied. The preceding two inclusions can be expressed in terms of 
Kalman’s canonical form of (A, B, C). Let C” = K, @ K, @ K, @ K, be a 
state space decomposition such that K, = V(A,C)nR(A,B), K, @K, = 
V( A, C), K, @ K, = R( A, B), With respect to a suitable basis we have 

’ A, A,, 4, A,, 
\ 

I4 \ 
0 

A= 
42 0 

44 = 
0 0 A, A,, 

' B= ; , C (O,O,C,,C,). 

0 0 0 Ad1 \ d, 

If we translate (2.17) i.e. E= (A) E K, @ K, @ K,, into 

~(4) c C, n@> , 

and (2.18) i.e. E, (A) c K, @ K,, into 

then we find that (2.17) together with (2.18) is equivalent to 

~(4) G @< (2.19) 

combined with 

(+(A,) C @s. (2.20) 

It is known [3] that (2.19) is equivalent to (2.2) and it is obvious that (2.20) is 
the condition (2.16). 

(2): Note that stabilizability of (A, 8) is equivalent to 

R(A,B)+E,(A)=d=" (2.21) 

or to 

E,(A) GR(A,B). (2.22) 

Hence in that case (2.2) (2.12) and (2.14) are satisfied. 
(3): Recall that (2.15) implies (2.18). S ince (2.12) is equivalent to E = (A) 

c R( A, B), we obtain stabilizability in the form (2.22). n 
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Part (1) of the preceding lemma can be generalized. For A G d= define 

V’(A,C) = V(A,C) n E,,(A). 

We note without proof that in the case where @ ~ c A, Lemma 2.5 remains 
true if V, (A, C> is replaced by V’( A, C> in (2.14) and (2.15), and h E @, 
by h E C \ A in (2.16). 

As an immediate consequence of the order isomorphism of Theorem 2.3 
we obtain the following well-known result. 

COROLLARY 2.6 [5-71. Zf (A, B) is stabilizable, then (1.1) has a least 
solution X_ < 0, and X_ is characterized by Ker X_ = V, (A, C>. 

3. SOLUTION SETS OF DIFFERENT RICCATI EQUATIONS 

Let H and c be given by_(1,3)_ and (1.4). As a consequence of the 
inequality H < H, the triple (A, B, C) inherits important properties from 
(A, B, C). Whenever in the sequel a subspace N E Inv( A; C) appears, we 
can assume without loss of generality that a basis of @” is chosen such that 

N= 

Then 

A= c = (O,C,), 

where A, E @“zx”2 and C, E @qx”2. Let 

B= 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

be partitioned conformingly. If X satisfies 9’(X) = 0 and is of the form 
X = diag(X,, X,> then the block X, satisfies 

Sz(X,) =A;X,+X,A,+X,B,B;X,-C&=0. (34 
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LEMMA 3.1. Assume H < 2. Let A c @ be given. 

(1) If N E Inv( A; C), then A = A on N and N E Inv( A-; C’). In particu- 
lar 

(2) We have 

VA( A,C) c V*(&d). (3.5) 

R(A,B) +E,(A) cR(&Z?)+E,,(A). (3.6) 

proof. (1): Obviously 

H-H= -c*c + c’*6 
(3-V 

A-A 

_ 
implies 6*C Q C*C. Hence 

Ker C c Ker 6. (3.8) 

From Ker C c Ker(- C*C + 6*6> c Ker( A - A) and (3.8) it follows that 

KerCcKer(A--A). (3.9) 

If N E Inv( A; C) is given as in (3.1) so that A and C are of the form (3.21, 
then (3.8) yields c’ = (0, c’,). From (3.9) follows 

A= Al * ( 1 0 *’ 

_ _ _ 
which shows that A = A on N and N E Invi A; C). In the special case 
where N = V*( A, C), we obtain (3.5) from th_e fact that V,< A, 6) is the 
largest subspace in Inv( A; C> contained in E,(A). 

(2) Put 
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and define k accordingly. Then H < B is equivalent to K’ < K. Set M = 
@ \ A. A modified version of (3.5) yields 

v&A*, z?*) c V,(A*, B*). (3.10) 

From (3.10) and 

VM(A*,B*)i=V(A*,B*)L +E,&*)‘=R(A,R) +&,(A) 

we obtain (3.6). W 

To I!? and k(X) = 0 we associate the set g= (X 1 X < 0, k% X) = 01, 
and we define 9, cr,j, etc. accordingly. 

COROLLARY 3.2. Assume H G g. 

(1) Zf (A, B) is sta@lizable then (A, g> is stabilizable. 
(2) ZfY+ Othen 9~ 0. 
(3) Zf.Y# 0andY=YthenLF=S? 

Proof. From (3.6) and (3.5) follow 

R(A,B) +E<(A) cR(A,i) +E<(i), 

V( A, C) c V( A, 6), 

and 

U,=V>(A,C) +R(A,B) +E<(A) cc,.. (3.11) 

Hence (2.21) implies _R(&, 5) + _E,( A) = C”, which proves (1). Further- 
mor_e, (2.2) yields V( A, C> + RCA, B) + E, (A) = @“, which is equivalent 
to 7# 0. Recall that Y= 9 if and only if U,. = C”. Then (3) follows from 
(3.11). W 

The main result of this section extends Theorem 2.3. The symbol y will 
also-be used fpr (1.2) in the-sense that y:P+N is the bijection given by 
y(X) = Ker X. Similarly pg_+P_is the closure operator on Induced by 
an LR decomposition a=” = U, @ U,.. 

THEOREM 3.3. Assume H<fi and 9#0. Zf XE~, 2~2, and 
X < x’, then y(X) c y(z). Zf N EN, G pi, and N c G, then we have 

y-l(N) < y-‘( ti). (3.12) 
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P~ooj. It is obvious that X d X < 0 implies y(X) = KerX c y(f) = 
Ker X. To prove that also y- ’ is order-preserving, let N be given as in (3.1), 
sothat A,B,Careasin(3.2)and(3.3).From N+R(A,B)+E,(A)=@” 
follows 

R( A,, &) + E, (A,) = Cn2, (3.13) 

i.e., (A,, B,) is stabilizable. Now V, (A, C> c N implies V, (A,, C,) = 0. 
Put X = r-i(N), so that X E 9 is uniquely defined by Ker X = N. Hence 
X = diag(0, X,), and X, < 0 is a solution of the ARE 9&X,> = 0 in (3.4). 
Because of (3.13) the subspace system Jy;, associated to L%‘~ = 0 has a least 
element, which is V, (A,, C,) = 0 = Ker X,. Therefore X, is the least 
negative semidefinite solution of (3.4). Of course it is well known that the 
preceding hypotheses for (3.4) and X, imply a(A, + B,B,*X,) c @< and 
the extremal property of X,. 

From N E II& A; C) and Lemma 3.1 follows 

A= d = (O,d), 

wherf: the block_structures_corr_espond to (3.2): Let X be the u_nique element 
of 9’ with y(X) = Ker X = N. Then N c N implies that X = diag(O, X,) 
and x’, Q 0 satisfies an ARE 

It remains to prove X, ‘% &,. Define 

and correspondingly I?,. Then H, < g, Since (A,, B,) is stabilizable, we 
know from Theorem 1 in [B] that Xz < X, holds for the least solution X, of 
(3.4) and for an arbitrary solution X, of (3.14). W 

A correspondence of 9 and 9 will be described in Section 4. For the 
moment let us focus on extremal solutions. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Assume H =z ti. 

(1) ZfYz 0, th en greatest elements Y and Y’ of 9 and 9 exist, and 
they are related by Y < Y. 

(2) If 

V,(A,C) +R(A,R) +E<(A) =c” (3.15) 

holds, _then least elements W and @ of 9 and 2 exist and they satisfy 
w < w. 

Proof. (1): According to Corollary 2.4 we have Y = Y-~[V(A, c)] = 
sup7= supp. From V( A, C) c V( A, C) and (3.12) follows Y < Y. 

(2): Since (3.15)_implies the condition V, (A, 6) + R( A, g) + E, (A> 7 
C”, both N and Jy have a least element, namely V, (A, C) and V, (A, C) 
respectively. As before, (3.5) and (3.12) yield 

w = y-l[V,( A,C)] = infyc W = y-i[V, (A,c)] = inf$. 

n 

At this point we digress from the main line of our investigation to prove a 
comparison result which besides the Riccati parts also considers the Lya- 
punov parts of solutions. Recall the definition o(X) = XII, X E S; where 
II:UZn + U, is a projection along a Lyapunov complement U, of U,. Put 
o(X) = X( I - II). In the setting (2.6)-(2.9) of Theorem 2.1 we have 

cr( X) = (S-l)* diag( X0,0) S-i. 

Similarly we define cr( 2) = x’ - p( 2) for x’ E 2 

THEOREM 3.5. Assu~Hd~and.F#0. LetXESandJZEybe 
give_n. Then we have X < X if and only if both c( X> < a( x’) and p(X) < 
p(X) hold. 

Proof. Let 

(3.16) 
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be two LR d_ecompositions induced by ( A, c, C) and (A, E, 6) respectively. 
From s;Tr E U,. we obtain U,, @ 7J, 5 U, + U, = C”. Hence there is a sub- 
space U, of U,, such that 

@” = fro 63 cr. (3.17) 

From 

U,,cV=(A,C) rV=(A,c’) (3.18) 

it follows that (3.17) is an LR d_ecomposition. Hence we can assume-in (3.16) 
that UO_~ Uor Set T = U,, n U,. Then the modular law yields U, + T = 
t$, fl (U,, + U,) = U,, and similarly, T + U,_= cr. Furthermore we have 
U, n T = 0 and T I? U, = 0, and therefore U, @ T $ U,. = C". Now let X 
and X be partitioned in accordance with that decomposition as 

Then X < X implies 

I and x’= 
‘20 

0 

\o 

0 0’ 
xp * . 
* * 

From diag(X,,, 2s) G diag(&, 0) we conclude that 

u(X) = diag(X,,O) < o(X) = diag(Xa,O,O). 

We now turn to the operator p. From Lemma 2.2 we knowfhat V= (A, c’> z 
Ker p(X). Hence (3.18) yields U, c Ker p( X>. If X 5 X < 0 holds, then 
Kerp(X) = U,, -t Ker X c U, + Ker_X c U, + Kerp(X)_= Kerp(X). Ap- 
plying (3.12) to Ker p(X) c Ker p(X) yields p(X) =G p(X). 

The second part of the proof is obvious from X = a(X) + p(X). n 
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4. A GALOIS CORRESPONDENCE 

The inequality H < k gives rise to a connection between the solution sets 
Y and 9 which will be described in this section. We shall see that there are 
sublattice homomorphisms which establish a Galois correspondence between 
Y and 2. 

In the following we use the terminology of [2]. Let 9 and d be two sets 
with a partial ordering < . A pair (q, I+!I) of maps 9:.9’ -+ d and I,!I:& +9 
is a Galois correspondence between 9 and & if 

(1) cp and I,/I are order-preserving, 

(2) @/9(P) > P and &r(Q) < Q hold for all P E 9 and Q E &. 

We regard J as a substructure of the lattice Z! = Z(cn) of subspaces of @” 
or of its sublattice Inv A, where the join and the meet operations are given by 
M, V M, = M, + M, and M,AM,=M~~M,, hliE2(, l=l,2. Sup- 
pose N,, N, EJK Then the definition of J” implies N, + N2 EJK Hence JY 
is a V-semilattice. If V, (A, C) EJ, i.e. 

V,(A,C) +R(A,B) +E<(A) =@“, (4.1) 

then V, (A, C) c N, f’ N2 and (4.1) imply (N, n N,) + R(A, B) + E, (A) 
= C”. Therefore Nr n N, E&X Thus under the hypothesis (4.1) H is a 
lattice given by the interval [V, (A, C), V( A, C)] = {Nl N E Inv A, 

V&W) c N G V(A,C)). 

LEMMA 4.1. Assume H < G. Let N EN and I’? ~j be given. Then 

(1) N + v,< (A, c’> d 
(2) N ~Jlr is equivalent to V, (A, 6) c N. 

Suppose (4.1) holds. Then 

(3) ti n V( A, C) EJ.K 
(4) N EJY is equivalent to i!? c V( A, C). 

P?oJ. (1): We k now from Lemma 3.1 that N E.# satisfies N E 
Inv(A;C) and N+R(A,g)+E,(A)=c”. Put G=N+JI,(A,C). 
Then V, (A, 6) 2 d, and the properties of N ensure that h;r EK 

(2): Clearly, for N EJ? we have 

V&c’) c N. (4.2) 
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Conve_rsely, (4.2) . q IS e uivalent to N = N + V, (A, 6). Hence (1) yields 
N EJJ? 

(3): Put D = G fI V(A, C>. According to Lemma 3.1 we have A = A on 
%‘(A, C). Hence D E Inv A. From V, (A, C) c V, (A, d) c $ and the 
trivial inclusion V, (A, C) c V(A, C> it follows that V, (A, C) G D. There- 
fore (4.1) implies D + RCA, B) + E, (A) = @“, and D has all the proper- 
ties of a member of JJ? 

It is not difficult to see that (4) is a consequence of (3). n 

COROLLARY 4.2. Assume H Q g. Let (4.1) be satisfied. Then the great- 
est a?d the least elements of 9 and 9 exist. Let them be denoted by Y, Y and 
W, W respectively. Then 

In particula<, if I@ < Y, then I@ is a solution of 9% X> = 0 and Y is a 
solution of 9(X) = 0. 

Proof. Under the hypothesis (4.1) we deduce from the preceding lemma 
that 

&-n~?= (NE I nvA,V,(A,6) GNGV(A,C)) 

n 

The fact that the maps y:9’ -+M and y:$ +_xk are isomorphisms 
between partially ordered set:, combined with Theorem 3.3, allows US to 
formulate results for 9 and 9 and to pass to Jy and Jy for their proofs. 

THEOREM 4.3. AssumeH<~andY+0. 

(1) For each X ~9 there exists 

a(X) = inf{Z E9, X d Z}, (4.3) 

and cr(X) = 6 if and only if 

Kerc=KerX+V,(k,(?). 

Themup cu:P’-+~isa V -semilattice homorphism. 
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(2) Assume (4.1). Then for each x’ E 9 there exists 

p(2) = sup{x E9, x <Q> 
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(4.4 

and p( x’) = U if and only if 

KerU= KerinV(A,C). 

The map f3 :$ + 9 is a A -semilattice homomorphism. 
(3) If (4.1) holds, th en 

between 3’ and 2. 

the pair ( LY, p> is a Galois correspondence 

Proof. (1): For N EM define 

p(N) = N + V, (i,d). (4.5) 

According to km-ma_ 4.1 we have cp( N) EL? Since G EJ~/. and N C i’? 
implies N + V, (A, C) G N, we conclude that 

(p(N) = inf($ EJ?, N 5 G). (4.6) 

It is obvious Pat ‘~YY -ti is a V-morphism. 
(2): For N ~Mdefine 

I,@) = ti n V(A,C). (4.7) 

Under the hypothesis (4.1) we have I/I(~) ~Jtr. From N ~Jlr and N c G 
follows N c N n V( A, C), and we see that 

$(i+) = sup{N E/Y-, N L ti}. (4.3) 

The definition (4.4) shows that I/I Y? +J” is a A -morphism. 
(3): If q and I/J are given by (4.6) and (4.71, then according to [2, p. 1261 

or [l, p. I731 we have a Galois correspondence. Since p and Ic, are given 
explicitely by (4.5) and (4.7), we could also argue as follows. From (4.5) and 
(4.7) it is obvious that rp and II, are order-preserving. Take N l Jtr and 
g EJ? Then 

W(N) = [N+V&e)] nV(A,C) sNnV(A,C) =A’, 
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and 
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&(ti) = [hV(A,C)] +V,(i,C’) 

c[Gnv(A,6)] +v,(A,c’)=ti. 

Recall that stabilizability of ( A, B) implies _“z 0, S_= y, and (4.11, and 
that under the additional assumption H Q H also (A, B) is stabilizable. 
Under those assumptions the preceding theorem describes a connection 
between the solution sets Yand 2 

COROLLARY 4.4. Assume H G l?, and let (A, B) be stabilizable. Then 
the maps &Y-t @and PC? --) P-given by (4.3) and (4.4) are w-e11 defined, 
and the pair (a, /3> is a Galois correspondence between Y-and 9: 

I am grateful to a referee for valuable comments. 
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